Preface

While beginning research on the California Gold Rush for the sesquicentennial, much to my surprise I could not locate a bibliography of any kind that listed periodical articles. Seeing this unfortunate oversight, I set out to compile one of my own and disseminate it to libraries, historical societies, and interested researchers.

I have done very lengthy bibliographies in the past and know the rigors of the effort; thus, I was not anxious to begin yet another one. But I too knew that one learns much about the topic while doing the research, and yes, it does provide a certain degree of enjoyment and satisfaction which most sane people don't understand, besides how can anyone turn away from such article titles as "The Grave of Ephraim Brown" or "Goodbye God: We're Going to Bodie!"; how about settlement names such as Happy Camp, Poverty Hill, or Hangtown?; and yes, characters such as Joaquin Murieta, James Marshall, and Sam Brannan? No, it is not easy to ignore such a defining moment in western American history.

The Gold Rush has really never lost its attraction, its excitement. It was truly a spectacular event where thousands of men, women, and children swarmed California seeking instant wealth. Think of the logistics, the sheer energy, and certainly the insanity of it all where the discovery of a flake of an earthly element caused humanity to lose control for a moment, pack belongings, and trudge thousands of miles into an unknown future. And to extend that thought further, to me, 150 years later, who is attracted by the same adventure, but in a milder form, through its literature. So, with this bibliography, I invite you, my dear reader, to join me, and embark on a treasure hunt of the celebrated and notorious California Gold Rush.

This bibliography consists primarily of articles from scholarly journals and local history periodicals. There are no magazine articles per se, except for those written last century and early this century which have been included to give a sense of the historical treatment of the topic. This compiler sifted through every issue of the below listed periodicals looking for articles "surrounding" the California Gold Rush. Included are articles directly on the Gold Rush, and also on relevant California topics of the era, such as law, mail service, politics, law, race relations, transportation, water, and others. The articles cover events from January 1848 through December 1855 which is generally acknowledged as the "Gold Rush moment." After 1855, California gold mining changed and is outside the "rush" era.

These are many of the periodicals that have been indexed:

American Historical Review
American West
Annual Publications of the Historical Society of Southern California
Because of the closeness of the sesquicentennial, only short parenthetical annotations for some of the articles were possible; however, for many, the words found in the titles reveal the topics. To augment this, there are two indexes at the end of the bibliography to draw the researcher to specific topics and persons.

At the beginning of each chapter, the reader will find short anecdotal pieces from the Autobiography of Charles Peters who was a California Gold Rush miner. I consider Charlie part of my family because he could have been my great grandfather, or close approximation there of. He came from the same Azorean island as my great grandfather who too ended up in the Mother Lode. My great grandfather mined the Comstock later on and part of his legacy were three silver rings he had fashioned for his wife and daughters. One of the rings is currently in the possession of his great-great granddaughter which illustrates the multigenerational connection of the California Gold Rush.

To research this bibliography the compiler used the library collections at California State University, Stanislaus and Holt-Atherton Department of Special Collections at the University of the Pacific Library. He is especially thankful for the hospitality and assistance of Daryl Morrison and her staff at Holt-Atherton.

I dedicate this bibliography to the California Indian who was virtually decimated by the onslaught of the gold miners and their subsequent permanent habitation. Greed is indeed ugly and destructive, and the Indian serves as a vivid reminder. In a few short years, very little remained of these basically non-hostile native people whose only fault was living on a spot on earth where gold was glittering.
Bob Santos  
December 25, 1997


Bob Santos  
May 23, 2002
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GENERAL

"I was in New London, Conn., in 1848, when the news came of the discovery of gold in California, and I soon got the gold fever. I sailed in the ship 'Elfa' from New York with several hundred other '49ers."

___ The Autobiography of Charles Peters
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PEOPLE

"On my arrival in Jackson, in the latter part of 1850, I built a log cabin. The first night I slept in it, I had company of three rats. During the night, I felt something cold moving across my feet and thought it was one of the rats getting friendly. In the morning I found a rattlesnake curled up in a corner of my cabin."

___The Autobiography of Charles Peters
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"He seated himself on the bedrock and with the pan between his knees began digging with his knife the mud out of the crevices and dropping it into the pan. Soon a yellow gleam began to appear in the pan and then my hopes began to rise. Then a nugget, weighing at least two ounces, dropped with a bang upon the bottom of the pan. 'Have we struck it?' I asked. 'Oui, oui,' he said, and then I knew we had."

___The Autobiography of Charles Peters
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MINES AND MINING

"I sat on the counter of a store in Jackson one evening, when a Digger Indian came in with several ounces of nuggets tied up in a rag. He put the package in one bowl of the scales and laconically spoke the word 'raisin.' The storekeeper leisurely walked around the counter, found a box of raisins and returning to the scales began dropping raisins, one at a time, as if they were too precious to part with, into the other bowl of the scale. When the raisins balanced the gold, he emptied them into a paper bag which he handed to the Indian who departed satisfied."

__The Autobiography of Charles Peters
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"With an oath 'Blue Dick' laid his cards on the table and drawing his bowie knife sunk it into the table an inch deep through the cards, thus fastening them to the table. Then saying he would kill any man who touched his poker hand while he was gone, left the saloon to raise more money."

___Autobiography of Charles Peters
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Police see Law and Law Enforcement
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Prejudice, B294, C30, C49a, C65a, C220, C304, C305, C306, C309, C314, F26, F50b, F179, F180, F221a
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Prisons see Law and Law Enforcement
Products see Merchants and Business
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Ranches, C372, C374, C413, F141a
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Redding, C177, D311
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Rich Bar, E27
Riverboats, B91, B242, C16, C366, D238, D253, F19, F58, F87, F117, F120, F177, F232, F268
Rivers see the names of the rivers (example: Sacramento River)
Roads, C118, D3, D109, D230, F29, F39, F83, F197, F231, F238, F265
Roaring Camp, D122, F121
Robbers or Robberies see Crime and Criminals
Rocky-Bar Mining Company, C416, E88
Rough and Ready, D63, D214, D241
Routes see Overland Travel and Journals and also Southern Routes
Round Valley, D143
Sacramento, B53, B87, B108, B268, C59, C83, C92, C100, C245, C263, C295, C356, C357, C391, C421, D8, D14, D18, D47, D70, D73a, D82, D84, D86, D110, D119, D120, D144, D158, D166, D182, D183, D201, D219, D222, D249, D254, D254, D284, D288, F8a, F78, F128b, F131, F159, F176, F186, F193, F217, F217a, F237, F249
Sacramento and San Joaquin Delta see Delta
Sacramento River, B91, C16, C189a, D21, D23, D29, D95, D149, D238, D253, D308, F55, F87, F143, F177, F188, F221, F267
Sacramento Times, A34g
Sacramento Valley, B20, B45, B66, B68, D227, D279, D280, D281, F100
Salmon River, E18, E44a, E62
San Andreas, D125
San Antone, D114
San Francisco, B59, B78, B101, B108, B268, C59, C83, C92, C100, C245, C263, C295, C356, C357, C391, C421, D8, D14, D18, D47, D70, D73a, D82, D84, D86, D110, D119, D120, D144, D158, D166, D182, D183, D201, D219, D222, D249, D254, D254, D284, D288, F8a, F78, F128b, F131, F159, F176, F186, F193, F217, F217a, F237, F249
San Francisco Mining Exchange, E25
San Francisco Mint, F254a
San Joaquin County, B10, B281, C11, C60, C145, C397, D115, D188, D275, D295, F37
San Joaquin Valley, C105, D70, D93, F30
San Pedro, D287
San Quentin, F171, F179
Sandy Bar, D121
Santa Barbara, D48, D314
Santa Clara, B123
Sawyers Bar, D92
Schools see Education
Scientists, C223
Scott Bar see Siskiyou County
Scott River, E46
Scots, C15
Sea Otters, F208
Seal of California see Great Seal of California
Serbians, C20a
Settlement, D241a
Shasta City, C259, D71
Shasta County, B23, B44, B92, B93, B270, C13, C19, C34, C37, C52, C77, C77a, C81, C97, C98, C164, C169, C172, C189a, C192, C221, C231, C244, C256, C257, C273, C291, C292, C320, C333, C339, C346, C360, C419, D2, D4, D22, D31, D33a, D42, D52, D53, D57, D60, D81, D90, D97a, D97b, D104, D141, D147, D148, D150, D169, D174, D175, D179, D180, D194, D196, D197, D198, D199, D206, D209, D210, D215, D221, D222a, D223, D232, D243, D247, D248, D252, D283, D293, D294, D296, D309, D310, D313, D315, E25, F2, F8a, F19, F22, F107a, F129, F142, F150, F159, F193, F217a, F226, F227, F249, F255
Shaw's Flat, D117
Sierra County, C354, D30
Sierra Nevada, B104, B125, B299, F18
Silverthorne Ferry, D268
Sisson, D25
Sites (Town), D258
Slavery, C49, F1a, F23, F272
Smith's Flat, D79
Soap, F156
Social Life see Life in California and Life of Gold Miners
Society see Life in California and Life of Gold Miners
Soldiers see Military
Soledad, D228
Somes Bar, E106
Songs see Music
Sonora, California, C292a, C397, C436, D54, D131, D156, D205, D210
Sonora, Mexico, B129, B294
Sonora Pass, B73, B274, D246
South Yuba Canal Company, F98
Southern Mines, B271, C53, C220, D67, D94, D155, D233
S.S. Winfield Scott, F75
Stages see Freight and Freighting
Stanislaus River, D136
State Capitol see Capitols, California
Statehood, California see California Statehood
Steamboats see Riverboats
Stockton, B10, B281, C11, C60, C145, C397, D115, D275, F195
Stores, D97a, D97b, D222a, F128b
The Strafford, B180
Surgery see Medicine, Physicians, and Disease
Surveyors and Surveying, C189a
Susanville, D259
Sutter County, B13, C76, C270a, C334, C362, D1, D154
Sutter Creek, D140
Sutter's Fort, C65, C74, C129, C205, D47, D192, D276, F167, F223, F261
Sutter's Sawmill, E45, E53, E73, E74, F94, F168
Suterville, D158
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Tragedies and Failures, A35, A43, B65, B79, B95, B261, B283, B287, C137, C198, C302, C303, C307, C347, C363, D266, D271, D274, F76a, F209, F258
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Truckee, C319, C372, D15
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Tuolumne County, C38, C72, C147, C297, C314, C324, C397, C405, D17, D72, D73, D98, D103, D107, D117, D126, D128, D211, E94, F72, F113, F191
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Utah, B225, B259, C258, D267
Vallecito, D130, D319
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The Vicar, F199
Violence see Crime and Criminals
Virginia, C16, C126a, C180, C364a
Virginia Mining Company, C379
Vizetelly Hoax, E35, E112
Volcano (Town), D76, D289, D297
Voyages, C128a
Wales, B105
Washington (Town), D260
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Wyandotte, D64, F211
Wyoming, B231
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